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Axxon Intellect Enterprise 4.8.8 

Release Notes  

05 December 2013 AxxonSoft releases version 4.8.8 of the Intellect PSIM.  

Learn more about Intellect on http://www.axxonsoft.com/products/axxon_enterprise. 

The full list of changes in version 4.8.8 is available here.  

New features and improvements  

1. The Intellect interface has been localized into a new language: Polish.   

2. The zoom speed for cameras can now be changed. 

3. Keys have been added to the Windows Registry, allowing the option to display camera 

names in a bigger font (FontCamNameHeight) and change the size of the font for displaying 

camera time (FontCamTimeHeight).  

4. A registry key (SortCamsById) has been added for sorting the list of cameras in the Monitor 

object configuration pane by the Intellect camera ID. By default, cameras are sorted by 

name.  

5. A registry key (FaceCamOffset) has been added, enabling creation of cameras with IDs 

larger than 50,000.  

Registry entries guide. 

Fixes 

1. Window flickering no longer occurs if Intellect does not find a license key during startup. 

 

http://www.axxonsoft.com/products/axxon_enterprise/
https://doc.axxonsoft.com/confluence/display/Int483ru/Intellect+4.8.8+new+features+and+bug+fixes
https://doc.axxonsoft.com/confluence/display/Int483ru/Registry+entries+guide
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2. Skipping during AAC audio playback from Axis cameras has been fixed.  

3. The video module crashed during system startup due to Drivers Pack versions older than 

3.2.20.1310; this has been fixed.  

4. Error fixed: the Client could not reconnect to the Server after being quit.  

5. Switching between object configuration panels is no longer slow on distributed 

configurations with a large number of computers (more than 200).  

6. Improved multistream implementation: in some cases, it was previously impossible to 

activate Screen(s) after starting Intellect.  

7. Fixed error: detection tools previously ignored privacy masks for both VMD and Scene 

Analysis Detection tools.  

8. Recognized license plate numbers were recorded in the Event Log database in illegible 

format; this has been fixed.  

9. The video module no longer hangs on system start if a camera has privacy masks for Scene 

Analysis Detection.  

10. Previously, if the Event Log database was stored externally, events occurring before Intellect 

start were not displayed in the Event Log.  

11. It is no longer necessary to quit and reopen Captions DB in order to apply settings.  

12. Object Color and Font settings in Captions DB no longer revert to default values after 

Intellect is restarted.  

13. Fixed error: navigation via the left and right arrow keyboard keys was not accessible in the 

list of devices.  
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14. Fixed error: CamMonitor previously allowed switching between cameras by using the left 

and right arrow keyboard keys.  

15. Error fixed: the video module could crash when viewing video recorded using a FX416 video 

capture card.  

16. Error fixed: the video module could crash when exporting recorded video or snapshots.  

17. Error fixed: the current time was displayed when viewing recorded video in a viewing tile.  

18. Error fixed: the video module could crash when deleting Object Tracking or Video Capture 

Card objects.  

19. Issue fixed: Converter.exe previously displayed the camera ID number incorrectly when 

viewing recorded video stored on a NAS.  

20. Error fixed: video from a Basler camera (H.264) could freeze on the server when 

CamMonitor (ActiveX) was used to connect to the video server.  

21. A number of minor bugs have been fixed and product stability has been improved.  

Product documentation.  

Download the Intellect 4.8.8 installer:  

http://www.axxonsoft.com/resources/downloads.php 

https://doc.axxonsoft.com/confluence/display/ASdoc/Documentation
http://www.axxonsoft.com/resources/downloads.php

